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Abstract Injection of carbon dioxide (CO2) into saline aquifers confined by low-
permeability cap rock will result in a layer of CO2 overlying the brine. Dissolution of CO2 into
the brine increases the brine density, resulting in an unstable situation in which more-dense
brine overlies less-dense brine. This gravitational instability could give rise to density-driven
convection of the fluid, which is a favorable process of practical interest for CO2 storage
security because it accelerates the transfer of buoyant CO2 into the aqueous phase, where
it is no longer subject to an upward buoyant drive. Laboratory flow visualization tests in
transparent Hele-Shaw cells have been performed to elucidate the processes and rates of this
CO2 solute-driven convection (CSC). Upon introduction of CO2 into the system, a layer of
CO2-laden brine forms at the CO2-water interface. Subsequently, small convective fingers
form, which coalesce, broaden, and penetrate into the test cell. Images and time-series data
of finger lengths and wavelengths are presented. Observed CO2 uptake of the convection
system indicates that the CO2 dissolution rate is approximately constant for each test and is
far greater than expected for a diffusion-only scenario. Numerical simulations of our system
show good agreement with the experiments for onset time of convection and advancement
of convective fingers. There are differences as well, the most prominent being the absence
of cell-scale convection in the numerical simulations. This cell-scale convection observed
in the experiments may be an artifact of a small temperature gradient induced by the cell
illumination.
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1 Introduction

Carbon dioxide (CO2) injection into deep saline aquifers is a method being considered for
sequestration of CO2. In such a scenario, the CO2 would be injected into a permeable, porous
zone beneath a low-permeability cap rock, intending that the CO2 would remain in the aquifer
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for an extended period of time. At the temperature and pressure conditions of the deep brine
formations, CO2 will be in a supercritical state, and will have lower density than the native
aqueous phase. Because of this lower density, the injected CO2 will tend to rise to the top of
the permeable interval and spread out beneath the cap rock.

CO2 injected into brine aquifers can be stored in four different modes: (1) as a (mobile)
separate supercritical phase, for simplicity here referred to as “free gas”; (2) as trapped gas;
(3) dissolved in the aqueous phase; and (4) as solid minerals (IPCC 2005). Initially, most of
the injected CO2 will be present as free gas, but over time the other modes of storage become
more important (IPCC 2005; Audigane et al. 2007). Residence times and relative amounts
of CO2 in each of these modes are of great interest because storage security and storage per-
manence increase as CO2 is trapped, then dissolved, and then eventually chemically bound
to solid phases.

At some distance from the injection well where the CO2 has spread out under the cap rock,
there will likely be a nearly horizontal interface between a free CO2 phase above and the aque-
ous phase below. Geometric details of the interface will be affected by the properties of the
porous media; for simplicity, we will consider the interface to be flat. At the interface, CO2 will
dissolve into the aqueous phase. If the aqueous phase was immobile, the rate of CO2 dissolu-
tion would be limited by the rate at which CO2 can be removed from the interface by molecular
diffusion. This is a slow process, and the rate of CO2 dissolution will decrease with time.

CO2 dissolution causes the density of the aqueous phase to increase on the order of 0.1
to 1%, depending on CO2 pressure, temperature, and salinity (Garcia 2001). This density
increase induces a gravitational instability because denser CO2-rich aqueous fluid overlies
less-dense fluid. The instability can trigger convection of fluid at a variety of scales, which
could greatly increase the rate at which dissolved CO2 is removed from the interface with the
overlying free CO2, thereby accelerating CO2 dissolution. Some researchers have referred to
this as density-driven convection (DDC), however, we refer to the convection induced by this
CO2 dissolution into the brine as CO2-solute-driven convection (CSC) to avoid confusion
with double-diffusive convection (also called DDC). CO2 dissolution-induced CSC has been
studied by many investigators because of its relevance for security and permanence of CO2

storage. The earliest published study on CO2 dissolution-induced density increase and its
importance for CO2 storage was by Weir et al. (1995, 1996). Lindeberg and Wessel-Berg
(1997) evaluated the conditions under which vertical convective flow will occur in a medium
subjected to both a thermal gradient and the presence of a CO2 dissolution-induced dense
layer. Lindeberg and Bergmo (2003) examined CSC and multiscale numerical simulation
problems related to the Sleipner Vest CO2 storage project in the Norwegian Sector of the
North Sea. Studies have also been performed investigating stability analysis for the onset time
for convection, the preferred wavelength for the growth of convective fingers, and growth
rates (e.g., Ennis-King and Paterson 2003a,b; Ennis-King et al. 2005; Hesse et al. 2006; Riaz
et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2006).

The references cited above also present numerical simulations to complement and par-
tially confirm analytical stability theory. Using high-resolution simulations for extended time
periods, Hesse et al. (2006) found that the total CO2 dissolution rate is constant during the
convection-dominated period, excluding random fluctuations caused by the unstable nature
of the underlying processes. Recently, Ennis-King et al. (2008) compared CSC for homo-
geneous media with simulations for heterogeneous media featuring a random distribution
of shale bodies in a homogeneous sand background. Laboratory studies have confirmed
qualitative and quantitative aspects of CSC (Yang and Gu 2006; Farajzadeh et al. 2007).

CSC has similarities to convection caused by a temperature gradient. An extensive lit-
erature on this subject (e.g., Garg and Kassoy 1981) has aided in understanding CSC. An
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important difference between the CO2 case and thermal convection studies is that a geother-
mal temperature gradient exists over the entire vertical range of the flow system, whereas the
vertical range of the concentration gradient in the CO2 case is near zero initially and contin-
uously grows with time. There is no significant pre-existing gradient of dissolved aqueous
CO2, and the system is unconditionally unstable with respect to buoyant convection.

The Rayleigh number (Ra) provides an indication of whether CSC will occur under the
conditions of interest. Ra compares the rate of fluid convection (from a density increase for
example) with the rate of diffusive transport. If the rate of convection greatly exceeds the
system’s ability to diffusively distribute the density increase, convection will occur. Theoret-
ical studies have shown that if Ra > 4π2, CSC is expected. For CSC, the Rayleigh number
is calculated as

Ra = kghγ�Cρo

µD
(1)

where k is permeability, g is acceleration of gravity (here g sin θ , because we can incline our
systems), h is height of the fluid column, γ is the partial derivative of density with respect to
concentration, �C is the increase of CO2 concentration in the water at the top boundary, µ is
the viscosity of water, and D is the diffusivity of CO2 in water (Lindeberg and Wessel-Berg
1997). The concentration gradient in the transient CO2 system will change over time as CO2

dissolves and diffuses; the length over which there is a gradient is almost zero initially (nearly
infinite gradient), and without convection would grow with time proportional to (Dt)1/2. For
this reason, in this article, we use a nominal Ra (Ran) based on the height of the water column
to provide a basis to compare tests.

An example of results from numerical simulations of CSC on the meter-scale is presented
in Fig. 1 from Pruess and Zhang (2008). The dissolved CO2 concentrations throughout the
region are plotted for six sequential times. The first frame in Fig. 1 shows the induction phase
with the formation of many small convective fingers with wavelengths comparable to layer
thickness (Ennis-King et al. 2005). Following that, the convective fingers advance downward
and become broader, with some fingers coalescing.

Numerical studies have shown that CSC can occur and will enhance CO2 dissolution in
brine aquifers if the conditions are favorable. Our goal here is to provide visual evidence
of CSC on a time and space scale easily accessible in the laboratory. Such evidence aids in
conceptual understanding of the process, provides data for model comparison, and provides
tangible evidence of CSC for non-scientists who will ultimately be among the stakeholders
if large-scale carbon sequestration is adopted.

In this article, we present the results of a series of CSC laboratory tests performed in trans-
parent Hele-Shaw cells containing water overlain by gas. In the Hele-Shaw cells, fluid flows
in the narrow gap between two parallel plates in a manner that is mathematically analogous
(Darcy’s law) to flow in porous media. Our experiments provide visual observations of CSC
that closely resemble numerical simulation results. In these visualization experiments, we
have observed system behavior during the induction phase, the formation of small convective
fingers, and the development of cell-scale convection in our test cells. Quantitative tests to
determine CO2 dissolution rates at near-reservoir pressure and temperature conditions are
also being performed and will be described elsewhere.

2 Method

Transparent Hele-Shaw cells were made from smooth flat glass and sandblasted obscure
(shower-door) glass. Two approximately page-size (dimensions for each cell are shown
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Fig. 1 Numerical simulation results showing dissolved CO2 concentrations at different times for a meter-scale
2-dimensional system. Note the change in vertical scale in the last frame

below) glass plates were separated by graphite shims (PentelTM) having known dimensions
and sealed on the bottom and sides, leaving the top open (Fig. 2). Pure water in equilibrium
with atmospheric air (380 ppm of CO2) will have a pH near 5.6, and pure water in equilibrium
with CO2 at one atmosphere will have a pH of about 3.9. As a means of visualizing different
concentrations of dissolved CO2, we used bromocresol green, a pH indicator that changes
from blue at pH values above 5.4 to yellow at pH values below 3.8. The bromocresol green
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Fig. 2 Cell setup

(0.1% w/w) was diluted 1:30 with double-distilled, deionized, deaired water and introduced
into the cell using a long, thin tube. CO2 was introduced using a narrow steel tube inserted
between the glass plates at a rate of several tens of milliliters per minute (enough to produce
a steady stream of small bubbles when the tube tip was submerged in a beaker of water).
CO2 (MW ∼ 44g/mol) is denser than air (MW ∼ 29g/mol) and thus will sink to the bottom
of the air space in the Hele-Shaw cell, displacing air from the cell through the open top. The
CO2 will establish equilibrium-dissolved concentrations at the top of the water-filled region,
and dissolved CO2 will migrate into the interior of the water body initially by molecular
diffusion, and at later times by convection as well.

The Hele-Shaw cell was illuminated from behind using a light table, and a digital camera
(Canon Powershot S1 IS, or Olympus 8080CW) was used to image the experiments at specific
intervals. Although pH changes in the system from CO2 dissolution were visible to the naked
eye, direct imaging was difficult because light from the light table had to pass through only a
very thin layer of the dilute bromocresol green solution. Thus, additional image processing
was performed, including subtraction of the initial condition to enhance differences from that
condition, and noise reduction.

Image processing was performed using ImageJ (Rasband 2008) and Graphic Converter
(Lemke Software). The image processing consisted of reducing the spatial resolution (Olym-
pus images only) using Graphic Converter to produce workable file sizes and change image
orientation. Image sequences were imported into ImageJ, and a separate file containing the
initial (no CO2) condition was also imported. The initial condition was subtracted from each
image resulting in a difference images in RGB format. The RGB images were separated into
images containing their individual red, green, and blue components. The red and green com-
ponents were added together into an 8-bit file, and the blue component (containing mostly
noise) was discarded. The gray-scale lookup table was inverted changing dark to light. This
process results in regions with lower pH and larger aqueous CO2 concentrations appearing
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Fig. 3 Base Case. 0.7 mm aperture, flat glass, vertical orientation, CO2 introduced at gentle slope a distance
from the interface. Arrows in Frame 5 (132 min) identify some of the new fingers forming

darker (see Fig. 3 ). For presentation in the figures here, the levels were adjusted by hand to pro-
vide the best viewable images. Additional image processing where needed is described below.

Four tests will be discussed in this article. The tests have been performed under a variety of
conditions, including different apertures (affecting permeability, thus Ra), relative amounts
of heterogeneity in the flow path, methods of introduction of the CO2 (affecting shear at
the water/gas interface), and orientation of the test cell with respect to the vertical (in effect
varying the strength of gravity). CSC develops from instabilities, and the instabilities may
be influenced by these conditions.

3 Results

3.1 Test A: Base Case—Vertically Oriented Flat Glass Plates, 0.7 mm Aperture,
Ran = 1.2 × 105

The test cell in our Base Case was composed of two flat smooth pieces of glass (25.4 cm ×
30.5 cm) separated by 0.7 mm graphite spacers. CO2 was introduced near the center of the
cell through a narrow steel tube at a relatively large distance from the gas/water interface, so
that gas flow would impose a minimal shear stress on that interface. Images were collected
every minute for 720 min. The inlet tube is identified in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4 Number of fingers, wavelength, and finger length statistics for the Base Case

Figure 3 shows a selection of sequential images of CO2 convective finger formation over
time. In this and in subsequent figures, the image processing (discussed above) resulted in
the lower pH fluid having the larger dissolved CO2 concentrations being darker. Within 1
min after the introduction of the CO2 into the top part of the cell, the pH of the layer of water
near the interface began to change and grew thicker over time, as indicated by the darker
color (e.g., Fig. 3, Frame 1, 3 min). CSC does not occur in this induction phase. After 3 min,
the thickened altered zone became nonuniform, ending the induction time. Following that,
many small fingers formed (e.g., Fig. 3, Frame 2, 12 min). At this time, only small-scale
convection is occurring in the region near the gas-water interface.

As time progressed, the number of fingers advancing downwards decreased, and their
width and depth of penetration increased. It is apparent as early as 39 min into the test, from
the nonvertical angles of the fingers that cell-scale convection has initiated (e.g., Fig. 3, Frame
3, 39 min). In addition, fingers at the top of the cell began to move laterally away from the
center. At the left and right boundaries, the CO2-laden fingers flowed downward, but more
centrally located fingers were partially slowed or caught in the upward flow at the center.

Once cell-scale convection began, water not laden with CO2 (“fresh”) was brought to
the surface. There, CO2 dissolved into it, and small fingers formed (e.g., Fig. 3, Frame 5,
132 min) and began to grow. New small fingers also formed and grew between established
fingers as these were separated by the upward flow resulting from the small-scale convection.
Examples of each of these are seen in Fig. 3, Frame 5, 132 min, where a small new finger
formed in the top center, and small fingers formed between the larger fingers that become
separated by the cell-scale convection (present on both the left and right sides).

Analysis of the images (Fig. 4) shows that there is a decrease in the number of fingers
(and increase in the wavelength) over time. Finger lengths were measured from the interface
to the tip of the finger. Wavelength was calculated by taking the length of the interface and
dividing this by the number of fingers contacting the interface. The widths of individual
fingers were not measured. For the period of time when all of the fingers were about the
same size, this wavelength would be approximately the same as the wavelength computed
from the finger width. Following the induction period, many small fingers formed across the
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gas–water interface and the wavelength was small, after which it increased over time. (The
decrease in the number of fingers from the early-time maximum mirrors the wavelength,
because the length of the gas–water interface is constant in these tests.) The average length
of the fingers in contact with the gas–water interface increased in this period. The standard
deviation of finger length is important because it shows that the finger lengths are quite var-
ied. After about 400 min, the rising water in the center with lower pH began to interfere with
finger formation, making it difficult to determine the number of fingers and their length.

3.2 Test B: CO2 Applied Nonuniformly on the Gas–Water Interface—Vertically Oriented
Flat Glass Plates, 0.7 mm Aperture, Ran = 1.2 × 105

In Test B, we introduced the CO2 on the extreme right side of the test cell to examine how the
applied shear stress on the gas–water interface affected convective behavior. The density of
the water immediately beneath the inlet tube should be affected by the CO2 first, providing
a sustained driving force for downward CSC at that location. The CO2 deflected from the
gas–water surface will apply a shear stress to the left, counter to the downward flow at the
right top corner.

The development of the convective flow system in this test (Fig. 5 ) was similar to that
in the Base Case. Numerous small fingers formed very quickly after an induction time that
lasted less than 8 min. The finger wavelength increased early on, remained relatively constant
for about 2 h, and then increased until it became difficult to distinguish new finger formation
because upward flowing water already had been impacted by CO2. The major difference
between this test and the Base Case is that there was an imbalance in the size of the circulat-
ing regions, with the left circulating cell now occupying about 70% of the test cell, and the
right circulation occupying 30% of the test cell. This indicates that the CO2-induced shear at
the gas–water interface impacted the cell formation, adding driving force to the left side and
resistance to the right. Many more fingers formed on the left, and they become much larger
than those on the right. Over time, however the cells tended to equalize in size, and toward
the end of the experiment, it was very difficult to detect the border separating the sides.

3.3 Test C: Reduced Gravity Case—Flat Glass Plates Oriented 60◦ from Vertical, 0.7 mm
Aperture, Ran = 6 × 104

In Test C, we reduced the strength of gravity in the plane of the cell by a factor of 2 by
orienting the cell at 60◦ from the vertical. In order to do this, we oriented the light table at
30◦ from horizontal and rested the Hele-Shaw cell used in the previous two tests on spacers
on the light table. The spacers were used to allow airflow on all sides to minimize thermal
gradients. CO2 was introduced at the center near the gas–water interface.

In the test setup, fluid was introduced into the cell in two aliquots. In spite of careful rinsing
of the container prior to use, there was a slight pH difference between the two portions. Thus,
two regions having slightly different initial colors were distributed in the test cell (enhanced
in Fig. 6a). In the initial color distribution, the lower left “boot-shaped” region was slightly
more yellowish in color (slightly more acidic) than the rest of the fluid in the cell. This slight
difference provides a convenient tracer because when subtracting the initial condition from
later images, redistribution of the fluids can be detected. In Fig. 6b, invasion of the less acidic
(bluish) region into the more yellowish region results in lighter shades of gray, whereas the
invasion of more acidic (yellowish) colored fluid results in a darker region in the figure (See
Fig. 6b and caption).
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Fig. 5 Same as Base Case but CO2 introduced at steep slope impinging on interface at the right side

As in the Base Case, a small layer of lower pH fluid initially forms near the gas–water
interface (Fig. 6b, Frame 1, 4 min). Within 8 min, this layer becomes nonuniform and within
12 min, small fingers begin to form indicating the end of the induction period (fingers were
beginning to form at about 3 min in the Base Case). As in the Base Case, over time these
fingers become longer and wider, and more space developed between them. As early as 8
min into the experiment, indications of cell-scale convection are visible, as differences can
be discerned along the original darker/lighter-colored fluid boundary (e.g., Fig. 6b, Frame
2, 16 min). This early cell-scale circulation is slightly off-center, with upflow being more
predominant on the right at about 30 min into the test. By 1 h, however, the upflow is centered
in the test cell. As in the Base Case, “fresh” water is brought to the surface either by large or
small-scale convection where new small fingers begin to form, which then grow vertically
and flow laterally as governed by both the cell-scale convection and the smaller finger-scale
convection. The convection pattern established after 144 min persists for the duration of the
experiment (14 h).
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Fig. 6 Reduced gravity case
(a) initial condition with two
regions indicated, and (b)
difference images. Ellipse in
Frame 2 (16 min) shows an
example of where the more blue
fluid is replacing the yellower
fluid, and the rectangle shows an
example of where the yellower
fluid is replacing blue fluid

3.4 Test D: Heterogeneous Case—Textured Sandblasted Vertical Glass Plates, 0.9 mm
Aperture, Ran ≈ 2.0 × 105

Two 21.6 × 33 cm textured glass (P516) plates were sandblasted and placed with textured
sandblasted sides toward each other, separated by 0.9 mm graphite shims. The sandblasting
was performed by hand both horizontally and vertically, resulting in a heterogeneous “Carte-
sian” imprint on the glass. Two scales of roughness are present in the glass: the ∼2 cm scale
from the passing of the sandblasting gun, removing tens of microns of glass; and the ∼5
mm scale, with the texture of the glass having a peak-to-valley height of several hundred
microns. The resulting nonuniform aperture size is estimated to be approximately 0.95 ± 0.1
mm. Images were collected for 600 min in this test—every minute for the first 100 min, and
every 5 min thereafter.

Figure 7 shows the development of the CSC in this test. As in the previous tests, small
fingers formed rapidly, but in this test the induction period was less than 1 min. The fingers
were clearly influenced by the heterogeneous structure of the cell, since some fingers tended
to stay in the same location—for example, the large, thick finger to the left of center (Fig. 7,
left arrow in Frame 8,77 min)—or form at specific, somewhat fixed locations, such as the
low point of the gas–water interface just to the right of center (right arrow in Fig. 7, Frame
8, 77 min), before being swept away by the cell-scale convection.

The CSC flow in this test was the most varied as well. Finger splitting occurred more in this
test than others. This bifurcation was caused by upward moving fingers of fresh water divid-
ing the downward moving CO2-laden finger. In certain central locations, flow was proceeding
downwards 100 min into the test, however those downward flows were later overtaken by
the large-scale upward convection after about 150 min. Fingers continued to form and CSC
occurred over the entire duration of the imaging.
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Fig. 6 continued

4 Numerical Simulation

Simulations of the Base Case experimental system were performed using TOUGH2/ECO2N
(Pruess and Spycher 2007) and the parameters listed in Table 1. Because of the spatial scales
of the processes that occur in the absorption of the CO2 including dissolution at the interface,
diffusion near the gas–water interface, and convection at multiple scales, the dimensions of
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Fig. 7 Difference images for the heterogeneous case

the grid blocks varied in the vertical direction starting from 10−5 m at the gas–water interface,
20 rows having a vertical dimension of 10−3 m, and the rest of the domain was filled with
blocks having a vertical dimension of 2.2×10−3 m. The horizontal grid spacing was uniform
at 2.4×10−3 m. Permeability was assigned based on the parallel-plate aperture b = 7×10−3

m as k = b2/12 = 4.08 × 10−8m2.
Results of the simulations are presented together with images from the experiment at two

times in Fig. 8. Several similarities and differences between the numerical and experimental
systems are apparent. First, the cell-scale convection does not occur in the numerical simu-
lation. In the experimental system, the cell-scale convection is readily visible as the angle of
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Table 1 Parameters used for
Hele-Shaw cell simulations

Fluid properties
Temperature T = 22◦C
Pressure P = 1.013 bar
Salinity Xs = 0
Dissolved CO2 concentration X = 0
Viscosity µ = 0.954766×10−3 Pa-s
Water density ρ = 997.889 kg/m3

Dissolved CO2 mass fraction at the
top boundary

X0 = 1.53377×10−3

Density increase of aqueous phase
from CO2 dissolution

�ρ = 0.287 kg/m3

Diffusivity D = 10−9 m2/s
Formation properties
Porosity φ = 1.0
Permeability k = 4.08×10−8 m2

Model domain
Height H = 0.24 m
width W = 0.24 m

the fingers changes with distance from the center, long fingers accumulate along the sides,
and the dark gray color throughout the bottom in the 324- min image indicating the presence
of CO2-laden water at the bottom of the cell (Fig. 3 shows the convection development).
Some degree of cell-scale convection was observed in all the experimental systems, even
those not presented here.

The fingers in the experimental system are broader than those in the numerical system
and there are fewer of them. This may be because the numerical system requires finite grid
dimensions, whereas the experimental system is a continuous system. The gridding is clearly
fine enough to produce fingers of the scale observed experimentally. Additionally, in the
experimental system, there are deviations in the elevation of the gas–water interface provid-
ing instability points. These occur because of wetting inhomogeneities on the glass. None of
these imperfections are present in the numerical system. Another difference is the variability
in finger length. At both times, but particularly the later time, the finger length appears more
uniform in the numerical model results. A number of new short fingers are observed in the
experimental system, whereas few new fingers appear in the numerical system. In spite of
these differences, there are similarities between the simulations and experimental results.
Fingers form on the same time scale. The mean finger lengths and frequencies are about the
same for the corresponding times.

5 Discussion

The rapid initiation of cell-scale convection in the experiments was not expected nor pre-
dicted using the numerical models. Small fingers forming at a large distance from the bottom
of the cell were expected to induce local convection on the scale of the finger lengths. The
presence of cell-scale convection in the laboratory experiments and its absence in numeri-
cal simulations may be due to a thermal convection from constant illumination, or possibly
the free-surface boundary condition in the experiments. Both of these mechanisms could
explain why downflow did not generally occur in the cell center but typically at the sides,
and upflow occurred toward the center. A test was performed to examine thermal convection
by emplacing two concentrations of the bromocresol green solution in the Hele-Shaw cell
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Fig. 8 Simulated and experimentally observed fingering patterns for the Base Case at 60 min (top) and 324
min (bottom)

(CO2 was not introduced). The bromocresol green concentrations were similar so as to not
induce CSC by themselves, however, just different enough that with image processing fluid
motion could be detected. The cell was monitored without the backlight for an hour, and then
illuminated for several hours while the backlight was on. Cell-scale convection was observed
while illuminated, with the time of circulation on the order of six or so hours compared to ∼1
h or so for the tests with CSC. This mild thermal convection—presumably caused by a very
small temperature difference from the center of the cell to the edge—could have provided an
instability that enhanced the CSC. The CSC also enhanced this thermal convection speeding
up the circulation. The free boundary condition has not yet been investigated.

In carbon sequestration, the importance of CSC is that it accelerates the uptake of CO2 by
enhanced aqueous dissolution compared to diffusion. We computed an approximate measure
of CO2 uptake in our test cells by comparing the average change in light intensity with the
change in light intensity for obviously CO2-impacted zones (new fingers). From this, we cal-
culated the “Area Affected” as the relative area of the changed intensity to the cell area (e.g.,
darkened area—area containing depressed pH water—to the total area occupied by water
in Figs. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7). For each image, this was computed by taking the red and green 8-bit
color channels and adding a nominal value (e.g., 20 or 50) exceeding the overall variability
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Fig. 9 Raw (a) and scaled (b) fraction of the area (volume) affected by CO2 for the four tests

of a control region (on the order of five) of the images such that image differencing would
not result in clipping of the values (in 8-bit subtraction, 20 − 30 = 0). The corresponding
channel of the initial image was then subtracted resulting in the difference plus the nominal
value. The red and green difference images were then added, doubling the nominal value
added. From these images, the mean intensity of both the water-filled and control areas were
computed. In order to determine the affected area, the intensity of the internal region of a
finger was hand selected in at least ten images over the duration of the test, and for each
image, the control value was subtracted from the finger mean value (subtracting the nominal
value out). The resulting values were then averaged. The “Affected Area” was then computed
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by taking the ratio of the difference in mean intensity between the water-filled and controlled
regions (in taking the difference, the nominal value was subtracted out), with the average
difference between the finger intensity and the control. Figure 9a shows this computed CO2

uptake as “Area Affected,” and the computed CO2 uptake for the diffusion-only case. In spite
of the noise and uncertainty in the analysis (we assume that the affected area is saturated
with CO2), it appears that in these tests which all had obvious CSC, CO2 was absorbed much
more rapidly than the computed diffusion-only case. This would be expected for such high
Ran systems. We have not yet studied low Ran systems for comparison.

When the time axis is scaled using the permeability and gravitational factor (the variables
we varied in the Ran), the initial portions of the curves in Fig. 9a nearly collapse into a single
curve (Fig. 9b). Affected areas from later in the tests also tend to fall below the initial scaled
trend, which is expected because the rate of CO2 uptake will decrease when CO2-laden water
is recycled to the interface.

We have established a visualization technique for investigating CSC at the bench top scale
that will be further refined in the future and made more quantitative, to serve as a means for
testing the predictions of numerical models. We plan to test many CSC phenomena using
a variety of cells. A better description of the induction phase is needed. Although we have
several observations of this phase, our data collection frequency was not adequate to quantify
the duration of the induction phase under a variety of conditions. In ongoing experiments,
we will more closely study the early stages of CSC in our cells by slowing system evolution,
through (1) further inclining our cells and (2) using brine instead of pure water. The early
period is important because it provides a better analogy to larger-scale behavior in the field
where the effects of boundaries would be detected only after a long time.

6 Conclusions

CSC has been shown to occur in numerical simulations, quantitative studies, and visualiza-
tion experiments described here. Visualizations show that during the initial induction phase,
CO2 dissolves and diffuses into the water at the CO2-water interface. Following that, many
small fingers begin to develop and this alters local and larger-scale flow. As the small fingers
grow, their size and location are impacted by the flow field heterogeneity, flow induced by
the fingering, and the larger-scale flow. Processes were observed at multiple scales in these
simple tests. One result of CSC is a significant enhancement in the uptake rate of CO2 into the
system. Numerical modeling performed here showed similarities to the experiments in terms
of finger formation and the formation time scale, while showing differences in the variability
of finger length and cell-scale convection. The cell-scale convection may be induced by a
mild thermal gradient from the cell illumination or a free upper boundary. Additional testing
is needed to understand this behavior. Upscaling and numerical simulations are needed to
determine the importance of this CSC enhancement at reservoir scale. Only a few sets of
conditions have been investigated so far. Many more conditions need to be tested and eval-
uated to provide a robust data set for conceptual model refinement and numerical simulator
comparison.
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